
Super Capacitors - Is this the electrification
breakthrough we've been waiting for?
ADOMANI® Electric and Super Capacitor builder, Amperics, partner up to revolutionize electric vehicle
propulsion

REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA, USA, May 16, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Electric vehicles, be they

On a Total-Cost-Of-
Ownership basis, Super
Capacitors can be cheaper,
smaller, more reliable and
safer, than lead-acid and
lithium ion batteries, in a
diverse range of
applications.”

Bala Padmakumar, CEO of
Amperics

cars or trucks or buses, are limited by one thing: Battery
life. Ever since the first lead acid battery was used to start a
vehicle engine, operating any vehicle requires a powerful
battery  - one with a set lifespan that erode in ability over
time.

With electrified vehicles today, lithium-ion batteries are the
choice of electric vehicle manufacturers such as
ADOMANI®, because of their amazing rechargability, large
power holding capacity and impressive durability. But
while manufacturers are constantly refining and
experimenting with various battery materials to increase
their life, batteries have always been the weak link in
allowing electric motors to fully replace internal

combustion engines. Enter the Super Capacitors!

Amperic's Super Capacitor ("Super Caps" to insiders), like any capacitor, stores energy. These
Super Caps, which measure about the third the size of a standard lead acid battery, store a lot of
electricity - in the range of 250-watt hours. For those who understand batteries, that is a lot of
electrical power. Combined with the other long-term benefits of a Super Cap is its ability to be
recharged over 100,000 times - far in excess of any battery known to man today. For this reason
alone, Super Caps offer an unimaginable benefit over batteries.

As a further benefit, Super Caps can be stacked to deliver an especially large electrical bank of
power to recharge the vehicle battery pack. In the case of ADOMANI's® new electric three-wheel
tricycles, one Super Cap can power the entire vehicle and recharge to full capacity in one minute.
That's not a typo - one minute - in most circumstances.

Bala Padmakumar, CEO of Amperics said, ”While energy storage technologies have made great
progress in the last few years with lithium ion batteries becoming well-known for electric vehicle
traction packs, the fact remains that there is no single technology that works optimally in all
applications. In high power, intermittent use applications that operate in unfavorable
temperature environments, super capacitors either as a standalone or in a hybrid configuration
with another energy storage technology, can be the best choice. On a Total-Cost-Of-Ownership
basis, they can be cheaper, smaller, more reliable and safer, than lead-acid and lithium ion
batteries, in a diverse range of applications."
Super Caps offer a new way of thinking about vehicles that are fully electric or hybrid
configuration. On cars and trucks equipped with regenerative braking systems, Super Caps can
be recharged through this virtually free power source. ADOMANI's®  Starter Module replaces the
antique lead acid battery that is part of every electric vehicle (used to keep systems operating
when the electric engine is off such as ventilation, lighting, etc.). That is a move that is yet
another game changer in electric vehicle evolution.

http://www.einpresswire.com


For more information about Super Caps and ADOMANI® Electric vehicles, go online to
adomanielectric.com or call

About ADOMANI®
ADOMANI® Inc. is a provider of zero-emission, all-electric and hybrid drivetrain systems for
integration in new school buses and medium to heavy-duty commercial fleet vehicles, as well as
re-power conversion kits for the replacement of drivetrain systems in combustion-powered
vehicles. ADOMANI® is focused on reducing the total cost of vehicle ownership and helps fleet
operators unlock the benefits of green technology and address the challenges of traditional fuel
price instability and local, state and federal environmental regulatory compliance. For more
information, visit www.ADOMANIelectric.com.
Safe Harbor Statement

This release contains “forward-looking statements” that include information relating to future
events and future financial and operating performance. The words “may,” “would,” “will,” “expect,”
“estimate,” “can,” “believe,” “potential” and similar expressions and variations thereof are
intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements should not be read
as a guarantee of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications
of the times at, or by, which that performance or those results will be achieved. Forward-looking
statements are based on information available at the time they are made and/or management’s
good faith belief as of that time with respect to future events, and are subject to risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual performance or results to differ materially from those
expressed in or suggested by the forward-looking statements. Important factors that could
cause these differences include, but are not limited to: fluctuations in demand for ADOMANI®
Inc. products, the introduction of new products, the Company’s ability to maintain customer and
strategic business relationships, the impact of competitive products and pricing, growth in
targeted markets, the adequacy of the Company’s liquidity and financial strength to support its
growth, and other information that may be detailed from time-to-time in ADOMANI’s filings with
the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Examples of such forward-looking
statements in this release include statements regarding product offerings and marketing. For a
more detailed description of the risk factors and uncertainties affecting ADOMANI® Inc., please
refer to the Company’s recent Securities and Exchange Commission filings, which are available at
www.sec.gov. ADOMANI® Inc. undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-
looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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